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🔎 Introduction to OSINT (Open Source Intelligence)
OSINT (Open-Source Intelligence) methods has been already commonly adopted by the talent
sourcing community. And it’s logical. OSINT is a methodology for collecting and analyzing data
from publicly available sources. So, it is safe to say that every LinkedIn search query is OSINT
as well and therefore every sourcer or a recruiter uses that on everyday basis.
The twist is that with OSINT you can go way deeper and challenge what we usually understand
as the publicly available data.
There are several reasons why you can utilize the OSINT methods in the process of
recruitment.
To name a few we should definitely include:
-

Searching for candidates (longlisting)
Data enrichment on candidates (screening, engagement)
Searching for contact information (approaching)
Mapping the market (talent mapping)
Discovering information about specific companies (market mapping)

We can break down the publicly available data into several layers:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Native social media data (that’s what talent sourcers use the most)
Other digital data placed off the social media networks (images, maps, resumes, etc.)
Deep data (e.g. data from the privates social media profiles or from disallowed
directories in robots.txt)
Leaked data (e.g. Apollo leak - leaked or scraped databases of various services such as
LinkedIn, Clubhouse, etc.)
Dark web data (data searchable on .onion domains only)
Cyber data beyond Internet (e.g. GSM networks)

Sometimes it is not about if you can capture the data only but how efficiently and if you can
postprocess those data easily so we also go vertically from:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

the usage without any 3rd party tools (e.g. LinkedIn and Twitter search)
common search engines (Google, Yandex, etc.)
specialized search engines (e.g. Shodan, Censys, Carrot2)
web applications and plugins (username search engines, e-mail verification services)
to specialized OSINT bundles (Maltego)
up to a dedicated Linux-based OSINT distributions (OSINTTUX, Kali Linux, Buscador).

In this ebook, I’m going to focus on the last one and that’s how to practice OSINT using Linuxbased systems – more specifically over so called CLI (Command Line Interface) applications.
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The advantage of using a command-line applications is usually better performance and ability
to post-process results better than with the web applications or browser extensions. If the
web app doesn’t have an API and webhooks (e.g. for Zapier or Integromat), you cannot do
much with the output. That’s why the OSINT web apps we are talking about are the best for
one off usage. The command-line apps might also offer more options as they are easier to
implement for the developer who doesn’t need to develop a GUI.

⚠️ DISCLAIMER: In no event shall the author of this ebook be liable for any special, consequential, incidental
or indirect damages whatsoever (including, without limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business
interruption, loss of business information, or any other pecuniary loss or damage) arising out of the use of this
product.
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🔎 Where can I use some Linux?
Linux is a Unix-based system and there are many variations and forks developed over the past.
Actually, if you are using MacOS, you are also using Unix-based system (not Linux thought)
and you can access the terminal (open Terminal app) and use Unix commands.

Google Cloud Console
Another way how to use a pure Linux system is Google Cloud Console. Open Google Cloud
Console and click on Activate Cloud Shell.

This is going to open a terminal window with your private Linux-based system provided by
Google in their cloud.

This is your text-based Linux where you can install and configure applications as you need.
Pretty handy!
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Note: You can access command line prompt on MS Windows as well but that’s very limited
functionality and you cannot compare it with the possibilities of the Unix-based terminal.
If you don’t want to install your own Linux system and simply use Google Cloud Console, you
can skip directly to the part Let’s Do Some OSINT!.

Kali Linux in the Virtual Machine
Another way to use Linux system is to install your own. There are many Linux distributions
you can choose from such as Ubuntu, Debian, SUSE Linux, Fedora, Mandriva or Red Hat
Enterprise Linux (RHEL) which is more for the server-side usage. There are also so-called Live
Linux distributions you can simply boot from a CD/DVD or an USB stick and they just run in
your RAM. No installation needed. Kali supports that as well.
When I started with Linux about 20 years ago, I was a big fan of Slackware Linux and tweaking
that for various purposes – for example creating a fully encrypted system which
encrypt/decrypt on the fly once you boot or shutdown the laptop.
There is a plethora of distros for various usage and one of the then we are going to showcase
for OSINT is Kali Linux focused on IT security.
Note: You might heard of other OSINT distributions such as OSINTTUX, Buscador (not
supported anymore), Huron, Dora OSINT VM, CSI Linux, Tsuguri Linux or Trace Labs OSINT
VM. For our needs you can use any of those even if Kali Linux is probably the most popular.
You have several options where to install Kali Linux:
-

A dedicated empty computer (including ARMs) or server which you can reinstall
Raspberry PI computer if you have a reason for that
You can also install it and run it on MS Windows using WSL
You can run it as a live boot USB drive without installation
You can run it in a container such as Docker or LXD
Real or virtualized server provided by a server house hosting
Your own virtualized machine – that’s what we are going to do.
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🔎 Computer in a computer
I’m going to show the usage over the virtualized machine on our currently used computer as
this is really convenient way for the purpose of OSINT.
There are two types of virtualizations – Type 1 and Type 2. Type 1 is a low-level virtualization
where the hypervisor running the virtualized system(s) is sitting directly on the computer
hardware – there is no OS in between. The bare-metal hypervisor is actually a small OS itself.
Physical Server -> Hypervisor type 1 -> Virtual Machine(s)

Linux system itself can be also used as hypervisor type 1 using KVM to make it even more
complicated.
Type 2 hypervisor which we are going to use is running on the operations system we use on
our computer (MacOS, MS Windows, etc.) and the virtualized system is created on top of that.
Physical Server -> Operations System -> Hypervisor type 2 -> Virtual Machine(s)

The hypervisors are being made by well-known companies such as VMware, Microsoft, Oracle
and Parallels. I used to use VMware but currently got used to Oracle VM VirtualBox.
So, my setup will be:
Macbook Air -> MacOS -> Oracle VM VirtualBox -> Kali Linux

Regardless of if you use MacOS, Windows or Linux on your desktop, you can download and
install VirtualBox on your computer.
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You can see that the interface is pretty simple.
Now let’s download Kali Linux which we are going to install in the virtual machine we haven’t
created yet. There are already ISO images prepared for a 64-bit VirtualBox so let’s download
that.
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Now let’s create our first virtual computer on this computer. Hit New icon in VirtualBox.
Create a name of your virtual machine, insert which directory to put it at (I use an external
hard drive) and choose that is going to be Debian Linux 64 bit as Kali Linux is based on
traditional Debian Linux.
You can choose how much of your virtual memory (RAM) and physical memory (your hard
disk) should be allocated for this virtual machine. Go with default or adjust based on free
space and RAM capabilities.
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I put 1 GB of RAM and 20 GB of disk space.
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And you are done. Now you created a computer inside your computer.

It provides with information about system, storage, ports. etc. as it would be a standalone
computer. The problem is that it is empty – we need to install Kali Linux on it. So, let’s boot
this virtual machine (hit Start icon) and when prompted, provide the path to the Kali Linux
ISO file we downloaded.
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Proceed with the installation. Mostly go with default settings. Don’t be confused when it asks
you that it will format the whole hard drive. It means the hard drive in the virtual machine
only – it does not have the access to your hosting computer OS. Fill hostname and your
password to be able to log in into the Kali Linux.
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VirtualBox Basic Features
You can obviously start, shutdown or reset the machine like with your own computer. What’s
a unique feature is that you can close the virtual machine and save the state (Close -> Save
State). You can have some apps running or have a configuration file opened and not saved.
Once you boot your virtual machine once again, you will see all of those apps in the same
state while we shut it down.
You can also easily clone your virtual machine (Clone feature). Maybe you are about to do
something risky which can damage the operating system. You can easily clone the machine
with everything on it as a backup. You may also need more virtual machines than one.
You can run the virtual machine in full screen so then it really looks like you are using Kali
Linux in our case. Sometimes the problem might be to get out of the virtual machine back
your hosting computer. That’s why there is a host key defined.
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Now you should be able to boot Kali Linux in your virtual machine and log in. As you can
notice, Linux doesn’t need to be command line only system. If you proceeded the installation
with default settings and therefore installed Xfce GUI, you should see the following.

You can notice that Kali Linux is already fully loaded with various apps for OSINT and cyber
security sorted into the logical categories.
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And that is not all. To avoid that Kali Linux will be super heavy distribution, there are other so
call Kali Linux Metapackages you can download and install from their website. There is e.g. 3
GB package kali-linux-forensic, 1,5 GB package kali-linux-rfid, 1,8 GB package kali-linux-voip
or 6,6 GB package kali-linux-wireless.
We will be installing some other tools from other sources as well.
Before we start using any tools, I recommend to get the ropes of Linux shell. The standard
GNU shell called Bash to be specific but there is zsh by default on Kali Linux. Type echo $SHELL
if you want to know which shell you are on right now. You don’t need to know any scripting
but some basic syntax would be handy. Throughout my examples you will learn a lot including
things such as piping, redirecting program output to files, using program switches and more.
If you want to learn from scratch, open this manual at freeCodeCamp for instance.
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🔎 Let’s Do Some OSINT!
I’m going to demonstrate some of the OSINT tools you can use and why it is beneficial to
execute them as a Linux-based apps.
Note: If you don’t want to install your own Linux for some reason, you can just open Google
Cloud Console and install these programs there.

For the most of the presented scripts, you need Python3 so let’s do the following prerequisites
just to be sure we are up-to-date.
You can find out what version of Python you have installed by the following commands:
python --version
python2 --version
python3 --version
By default, you are not the root (means the administrator on Linux) so as a common user you
have to use the command sudo to execute commands with the root privileges and you will be
asked for the root password:
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install python3
sudo apt-get install python3-pip

Osintgram
Osintgram is an OSINT tool for Instagram. Obviously. It is not in the standard repertoire of
security apps of Kali Linux so we have to download it and install it from Osintgram GitHub
project.
Let’s download Osintgram directly from the git by the following command:
git clone https://github.com/Datalux/Osintgram.git
Skip into the Osintgram directory:
cd Osintgram
And install Osintgram requirements:
pip install -r requirements.txt
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Before using this tool, I recommend to set up a secondary Instagram account which you are
going to use for OSINT purpose only. You have to insert Instagram login and password into
this app which you don’t want to do with your primary Instagram account. On top of that, we
will be testing things in non-standard way of how you normally use Instagram, so possible ban
of the used account is also an option. For that reason I created a secondary account
osint.foobar.
Complete the credentials of your Instagram account in the file config/credentials.ini. You can
use one of the text editors such as vim (that’s what I prefer) and nano. Or install an editor
with graphical user interface such as xedit or gedit (this one is not in Kali Linux by default so
you can install it with this command: sudo apt-get install gedit).

You also need to edit the file settings.json to look as follows:
{}
The easiest way how to do that if you are in the Osintgram/config directory is with the
following command:
echo “{}” > settings.json

Osintgram is scripted in Python and you launch it in the following way:
python3 main.py <target_Instagram_nickname>
As usual I use an account of my friend, a voluntary guinea pig, Patrick Boonstra from the
Netherlands. Thanks Pat!
python3 main.py patrickboonstra
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We can notice Patrick’s Instagram ID and also the fact that we don’t follow his account with
our OSINT Instagram account.
I run the command list to see all the options I have with this tool. Let’s go through the most
interesting ones.
addrs
This command is going through all target’s posts and gather the registered address whenever
possible.
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fwersemail
Get email addresses of target’s followers is not problem at all. I limit the output to 20 email
addresses.
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If you want to get the email addresses of people followed by the target, use fwingsemail.
fwersnumber
The similar method we did with email addresses can be done with telephone numbers. These
are 20 telephone numbers of Patrick’s followers.

The telephone numbers of people who Patrick’s a.k.a. target follow would be gathered with
the command fwingsnumber.
tagged
If you want to quickly find out which users the target tags the most in his/her comments, use
this command.
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If you want to quickly get the list of users who tagged the target, there is a command for that
too - wtagged.
wcommented
One interesting list might be people who commented on target’s posts.
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likes
You can get the lump sum of all likes for all the target’s posts.

mediatype
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There are many commands which are self-explanatory and they mostly download content
such as stories, comments, captions, followers, followings and others. They include
commands: captions, commentdata, comments, followers, followings, hashtags, photodec,
propic and stories.
target
With this command you can quickly change the target to someone else. In my case I noticed
that Karen Azulai commented quite often to Patrick’s posts, so let’s switch the target to her.

Processing the output
The beauty of the Linux shell is that it is very responsive. Osintgram is a sort of interactive
command line application so you cannot utilize pipes or output redirecting like with the noninteractive commands (I will show you later). The thing when you start Osintgram, you can
enable logging of all outputs you get from the used commands by a command FILE=y.

All output data is then stored in a separate directory output in the Osintgram directory.
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Here comes the efficient work in Linux prompt. If you want to open a text file, you have
several options.
If you want just to glimpse into the file, you can use the Linux command cat followed by the
path to the file. If we are in the same directory where the file is presented, we can use its
name only without a path.

This might be inconvenient for files with a lot of content but you can already use some post
processing using pipes.
Let’s say we want to filter all Instagram photo captions containing the keyword love. We can
do that by sending the output from cat command to grep command which can be done over
a pipe sing |.
cat patrickboonstra_captions.txt | grep love
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We can see that the output is not ideal as it included other words containing the word love
such as lovely. Linux shell supports regular expressions but in this it is easy fix to get a word
love which is not a part of any other word or a hashtag.
cat patrickboonstra_captions.txt | grep “ love “

Another example. Let’s see the content of the output file with target’s used hashtags.
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The screenshot doesn’t show the full view of the file which includes also lines with an empty
hashtag. We want to exclude the lines with empty hashtags, sort it in the opposite order from
1 up to 10 and save to a new file.
This would look as follows:
cat patrickboonstra_hashtags.txt | grep [^#]$ | sort -n > patrick_hashtags_sorted.txt
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Of course, I don’t remember all of the switches to every Linux command. That’s why there
are manual pages to every command. Just type for instance man sort. You will find out that
sort command supports saving the output file by the switch -o or --output so you can use it
instead of redirect symbol >.
cat patrickboonstra_hashtags.txt
patrick_hashtags_sorted.txt

|

grep

[^#]$

|

grep

[^1]

|

sort

-n

-o

If you just want to go through larger files and you don’t plan to edit them, you can use
commands more and less followed by the file again. You can just press Enter to navigate
through the file.
If you expect to edit the file, some text editor would be handy. There are several CLI
(command-line interface) text editors such as nano or vim (or the older version vi) which if
you got used to them, they are super-fast and efficient. They behave as standard Linux
commands so just type:
vim filename
I prefer vim but you have to learn some commands which this app uses such as how to get
from insert mode to command mode and vice versa. Once you get it into your muscle
memory, it’s unbeatable.
And finally, you can use some text editors with a graphic interface such as xedit or mousepad
which is a standard application in Kali Linux. You can launch them in a same way as any other
commands from the Linux shell. In this case I use:
mousepad patrickboonstra_hashtags.txt
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In the Osintgram output directory can be found not only text files but also pictures and video
files (Instragram stories).
If you want to open a picture, just type the command xdg-open followed by the file name:
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For the video files you can use mplayer, vlc or mpg123 which you have to install into your Kali
Linux. If you want to do so, execute the following command:
sudo apt install mplayer
Enter your Kali Linux password and confirm Y to install. Then start the video with a command:
mplayer videofile.mp4
With this command I can play Patrick’s Instagram stories.
Of course, there is another way to work with outputs. If you are more confident on your own
hosting operating system (MacOS or MS Windows), you can set a shared directory by
VirtualBox which will be visible by the hosting system and virtual machine as well.
You can do that by opening settings of the specific virtual machine on VirtualBox.
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Twint
Firstly, let’s install the app by the following commands:
git clone --depth==1 http://github.com/twintproject/twint.git
cd twint
pip3 install . -r requirements.txt
It might happen that you get this warning message during the installation.

It means that you cannot execute the command twint just by typing twint but you have to
state the whole path to the twint file - /home/jose/.local/bin/twint in my case. If you update
the general Linux variable $PATH by adding the directory (as you can see in the following
command), you can simply type twint only whenever you need to call this command.
export PATH=$PATH:/home/jose/.local/bin/
Twint is the ultimate tool when researching data on Twitter. We can be analyzing tweets of a
specific person, a group of people or start the analysis from some specific tweets related to a
location for instance.
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When we open the help page by a switch -h or --help, you get an idea about extensivity of this
program.
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The advantage of using twint from Osintgram is that you don’t need any burner account as
Twitter data are pretty much open for anybody.
So, we have no obstacle to start right away.
Let’s say we want to see tweets from Berlin containing the keyword AWS (the cloud service
Amazon AWS) and having 10 likes at least. We can do that this way:
twint --near Berlin --limit 20 -s AWS --min-likes 10
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I limit the output to 20 tweests otherwise it would be going constantly unless you stop it. I
will show you how to save this efficiently into a file in various formats later on.
Another way to specify location of searched tweets is by geographic (geo or GPS) coordinates.
Let’s Google for Berlin coordinates and set 30 km radius.
twint -g "52.531677,13.381777,30km" --limit 20 -s AWS --min-likes 10
Now let’s focus the research on a specific person or group of people. Let’s display tweets of
my precious guinea pig Patrick Boostra but only those from 2014.
twint -u PatrickBoonstra --year 2014
We can also be more specific and filter all Patrick’s tweets from the mid of 2013 to the mid of
2014.
twint -u PatrickBoonstra --since 2013-07-01 --until 2014-06-30
You can adjust many other parameters including:
--videos
--images
--media
to display tweets with videos, images or either of them.
You can filter tweets to a specific user:
--to USERNAME
Or tweets associated with a specific user:
--all USERNAME
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You can exclude retweets with a command:
-fr
Or include retweets:
--retweets
If you want to display tweets by the verified user’s only, it is also possible:
--verified
You can do the research for more than one target at the same time. Just create a text file with
a single Twitter usernames per line and use the parameter:
--userlist target_list.txt

Usually, you will need to store the outputs rather than reading them from the terminal shell.
There are several ways how to do that.
You can simply let twint to write output into a text file:
-o output_file.txt
For this task we wouldn’t even need a specific parameter as you can use Linux output
redirecting so the following command would do the same:
twint
-u
PatrickBoonstra
--since
patrickboonstra_output_tweets.txt

2013-07-01

--until

2014-06-30

>>

You can also create these files in the CSV format:
-o output_file.csv --csv
Or JSON:
-o output_file.csv --json
There is also a possibility to save the output to sqlite3 database, send it to Elastic search or to
Pandas which you can use for e.g. analyzing tweets with NLP.
If you need to cover your digital identity from you do the OSINT research from, you can use a
proxy or send your request through TOR network as well.
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The beauty of the most of the CLI apps (Python3 scripts in this case) is that you can easily
incorporate them into your shell scripts or your Python3 scripts for example by importing the
function:

import twint
c = twint.Config()
c.Username = "noneprivacy"
c.Limit = 100
c.Store_csv = True
c.Output = "none.csv"
c.Lang = "en"
c.Translate = True
c.TranslateDest = "it"
twint.run.Search(c)

Sherlock
Another neat OSINT tool for information gathering is Sherlock. You might know crossreferencing web tools such as namechk.com or namecheckup.com. Sherlock is something like
that on the command line.
There is a standard installation:
git clone https://github.com/sherlock-project/sherlock.git
cd sherlock
python3 -m pip install -r requirements.txt
Let’s find out the profiles of our guinea pig Patrick Boonstra. We know Patrick’s username
patrickboonstra from Instagram. So let’s start from there and also expand it for the version
patrick.boonstra.
python3 sherlock --timeout 1 patrickboonstra patrick.boonstra
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This is a starting point as not all of these profiles are actually our Patrick’s profiles. Some of
them are also bogus not existing profiles.
If you want to check the existence of target profiles on specific sites, use the operator --site.
Let’s check if Patrick the guinea pig has profiles on Spotify and Twitch.
python3 sherlock --timeout 1 patrickboonstra patrick.boonstra --site spotify --site twitch

The output is automatically saved to the text files named after the searched usernames.
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You can change the output file by the option -o or save it to a specific folder by the option fo. There is also a possibility to store the output as CSV or JSON. Using proxy or TOR network
for better anonymity is also an option. Use the switch -h to see all the options.

There is another lightweight tool of this sort called Skiptracer which can also find information
about the US car plates. If you want something more robust, see recon-ng as the next
showcased example.
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Recon-ng
This is a big one. Not a coincidence that Recon-ng is in Kali Linux by default. More than just an
app it is the whole framework where you install other apps (they are called modules there)
like Sherlock. So just one specific recon-ng module called profiler can do more than the whole
Sherlock. And you have tens of those and you or the community can create others.
So, let’s dive in. It’s already installed on Kali Linux so type recon-ng in the terminal or start it
using an icon in the graphical menu:

Once you start it, you probably get a ton of error messages about missing API keys for various
services but that’s OK.
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Now we are in the prompt of recon-ng. There are three layers to navigate through.
Workspaces -> Modules -> Database tables
The prompt on the screenshot is in the default workspace which is ok. We can create another
one but why? Imagine that as the workspaces on your MacOS – you can have different apps
throughout the different workspaces. It effects the database as well – one workspace might
contain recon data from one company or a group of people and another project from a
different one.
It will get a little while to get to used to that. What helps is that when you press Tab on your
keyboard, it completes the command and also suggests you what are your options when you
hit it again after you make a space after the command.
You can try to hit the command workspaces followed by a space and then hit Tab. After that
I choose list.

You can see that I’ve also created the workspace OSINTsourcing next to the default one.
Let’s hit the following command to switch into the OSINTsourcing workspace:
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workspaces load OSINTsourcing
The command prompt has changed to OSINTsourcing.
Now let’s list the modules we can install. Hit the command modules search:
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You can notice that you can use various known sources for the research such as Google, Bing,
Github, Youtube, Namechk, Hunter, Fullcontant, Flickr but also specialized search engines
such as Shodan or Cencys. And various network modules such as netcraft, whois, ssl, etc.
Wikileaker and pwnedlist where you can search through leaked data sounds promising:-)
The reporting modules are used for the data export from the recon-ng database where there
are really stored in the SQL database.
Let’s say we want to replicate the functionality of Sherlock. We need to install the module
profiler from the marketplace first.
We can check the information about the module we are interested and install all the modules
we can at once by the commands:
marketplace info recon/profiles-profiles/profiler
marketplace install all

Now let’s load the module profiler:
modules load recon/profiles-profiles/profiler
Before we start using it, we should explain how the database structure works. There are 13
tables in the database (domains, companies, netblocks, locations, vulnerabilities, ports, hosts,
contacts, credentials, leaks, pushpins, profiles, repositories) and you can display them by the
command db schema.
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Note: The output is shortened.
These tables are empty at the beginning and this is where you data will end up but also some
modules are reading data from there.
If you want to show the content of the specific table, e.g. profiles, execute this command:
db query select * from profiles
We are in the module profiler prompt mode, so we can type info just to find out what’s
expected as an input and output.
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We can see that by default it’s going to take all usernames from the table profiles and apply
this as an input. This might be the case when other module was writing some usernames into
the profiles table or you can add them manually as well.
So, two options. One is that you set the value for the SOURCE parameter by the following
command:
options set SOURCE patrickboonstra
When you hit info again, you should see that the value is there.

Or you add username(s) into the table and you don’t need to change any value then.
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Now we just need to run the module finally by the simple command run.

The output is shortened so you cannot see the whole list of what all this is checking but it is
pretty comprehensive. Luckily, for Patrick, we haven’t found his account on redTube, Porn
Hub and Dating.ru :-)
Where did we found Patrick’s username?
The best way is to pull it from the database – from the table profiles in specific. If you have
ever done dome SQL commands, this will be familiar to you:
db query select * from profiles
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If you want to delete something or everything from the table profiles, just use the command:
db delete profiles

Recon-ng will require API keys for the certain services. Type the following command to see
the table with the keys:
keys list
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If you want to add a new API key, you can do it with the following command:
keys add shodan_api 97ENGn7HNrVGIeQxxxxxxxxx
The API key is usually provided on the website of the specific service. It equals to your
password so you shouldn’t share it openly.

theHarvester
theHarvester is another Linux-based OSINT tool to research on the specific Internet domains.
It can find things such as e-mail addresses, subdomains, IPs and more.
theHarvester is installed on Kali Linux by default. If you need to install it for example in Google
Cloud Console, you would use the following commands:
git clone https://github.com/laramies/theHarvester
cd theHarvester
python3 -m pip install -r requirements/base.txt
The standard feature about this tool is that you can specify a source of research including
Google, Bing, LinkedIn, Twitter, Baidu, IntelX, Hunter, Hackertarget, Github, Zoomeye and
others.
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You can also let search the found hosts through Shodan – specialized security search engine
(I will focus on this tool in another publication or article). Or you can not only search the target
by Google but also with some more extensive Google dorks:
sudo theHarvester -d ibm.com -b google -g
So, let’s say I want to search the targeted domain name ibm.com on Baidu:
sudo theHarvester -d ibm.com -b baidu

We found some e-mails and some hosts as well. Using other sources such as Google, otx
Bufferoverrun, Hackertarget, sublist3r or urlscan you can find tens of thousands more
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subdomains which might lead you to further source of information. This is the output from
the source Google only:

Note: Some of the sources such as GitHub, Censys, IntelX, Hunter, Zoomeye or Shodan will
need your API key to be imported like for Recon-ng.

Photon
Photon is another OSINT tool to make research on a specific domain name. You can extract
the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

URLs (in-scope & out-of-scope)
URLs with parameters (example.com/gallery.php?id=2)
Intel (emails, social media accounts, etc.)
Files (pdf, png, xml etc.)
Secret keys (auth/API keys & hashes)
JavaScript files & Endpoints present in them
Strings matching custom regex pattern
Subdomains & DNS related data

The installation is simple. Just clone it from git, skip into the directory Photon and you’re good
to go.
git clone https://github.com/s0md3v/Photon
cd Photon
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Let’s say I want to learn more about the company GoodCall by extracting information from
their website.
sudo python3 photon.py -u "http://www.goodcall.eu" --verbose --wayback --dns

The whole output is saved into a directory named by the researched domain name and
organized into a few files.
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Let’s open the file intel.txt where you can find the e-mail addresses which appeared on the
concrete pages.

Files.txt can uncover some PDF and other files on the domain name:

You can also find a list of internal and external links in external.txt:

The --dns switch is going to make a map of subdomains, DNS and MX. I ran it for the domain
github.com and get the following result.
This is the whole overview:
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Let’s zoom in on the subdomains a little bit:
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The switch --wayback can pull data from archive.org for a website which doesn’t exist
anymore for example.
It is also possible to crawl the websites or the parts of the website where you have to
authenticate. With the switch -c you can specify the cookie from your authentication.
You can also increase the default number of 2 threads but don’t forget it works like any other
scraping and crawling, you can trigger security mechanisms preventing you from continuing.
You can also set up a proxy or change the user agent (the website can see you as a Google
bot or as an Android phone for instance).
It’s probably no surprise that you can save the output as CSV or JSON by using --export=csv
and --export=json.
Other similar command line tools like theHarverster and Photon include Dmitry, sublist3r,
Datasploit, Belati, Fierce, DNStwist and Gas Mask. Also, the tool SRFramework which can
provide more information on domains, usernames, e-mail addresses or telephone numbers
and has a graphical output eventually as well.
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Infoga
Infoga is another research tool focused on domain names and e-mail addresses eventually.
Download and install it from git by these commands:
git clone https://github.com/m4ll0k/Infoga.git
cd Infoga
sudo python setup.py install
Run the search by the following command covering all sources it can:
python infoga.py -d goodcall.eu -s all -v 3

Phoneinfoga
Phoneinfoga is a simple shell application (having a web GUI actually as well) to research on a
specific phone number.
This tool doesn’t do any active OSINT by connecting to the networks or cracking any mobile
network perimeters.
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Let’s run the search on my cell phone number.

It can tell you a country and a carrier even if not correctly in my case thought. It says O2 but I
have Vodafone because I moved while keeping the number. It’s followed by a series of Google
dork search queries using the number. Sometimes you would expect even more phone
variations with brackets and hyphens as it is common in the US for instance – (368) 500-1234.
As I said it’s just a passive scanner.

Nmap
Nmap is the very standard network scanner which I’ve been personally using for about 20
years. It belongs more to the group of system security tools rather than passive OSINT
gathering tools but you can combine it with other already mentioned tools such as
theHarvester, DataSploit and Photon to expand more on the found hosts, subdomains and
IPs.
We can for example find out which OS is running the specific web address.
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Nmap usually expects an IP address or a range or IP addresses rather than a DNS name such
as www.GoodCall.eu. It’s a bit lame but you can get the IP for example by a simple ping.
ping www.gooodcall.eu

And then we run nmap with the root privileges so for example by using sudo command.
sudo nmap -O 163.172.173.18

It says that based on open protocols and footprints it cannot clearly state what OS is running
there but we can see that it is some Linux OS from the footprint.
Beware that unlike some of other search engines such as Shodan which are passive scanners
(the information is already preloaded in the search engine so you don’t connect with the
targeted server), nmap is doing the active search so you establish active connections between
you and the target. The advantage is that you have really up-to-date data.

There are not only command line apps on Linux. You can use desktop applications (Creepy,
Maltego) and some of the CLI apps have also web interface. For example, IVRE is a web app
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running on your localhost and can call CLI apps such as nmap. I will focus on them in a different
publication or an article.
Also, there are many others command line apps you can use for OSINT on Linux. All or the
vast majority of apps I described are supposed to be so-called passive recon tools. You can
also use some active recon tools like Social Engineering Toolkit (SET) which you can also find
on Kali Linux by default.

You can run any apps on the web or Google Chrome plugins as well of course.
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🔎 Sourcer in the Shell
You could get the idea why to use Linux and shell applications and scripts for various services
you are normally used to running on the web.
When you get the ropes of the Linux commands, you can be really efficient in digging for the
OSINT info. Usually, you have also more options which can use – for example to choose the
format of the output. Or you edit the behavior by editing them in the case of scripts in Python
and other scripting languages.
The next level is incorporating the Linux apps or their output into your own shell, Python or
Perl scripts.
In the next issues I will focus on some other aspects of OSINT covering some specific searching
verticals such as visual sourcing or going through deep, leaked and dark web data.
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